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To begin
this is my first year in college. I moved into my dorm about 2 months ago, which was quite an adjustment! I went from 
having an entire house to hoard my stuff in to sharing a single 7x15 room with my roommate. In other words, i had to 
downsize. Understandably, this necesitated a minimalism challenge of my own in the weeks before school started! As such, my 
dorm room does not have the hoards of stuff with which to initiate a full-scale minimalism challenge. Therefore, i have 
decided to go through a few different aspects of my life in order to sufficiently address the demands of this challenge. Some are 
digital, as was suggested on the minimalism guide, while some are indeed physical. 



Digital space
1. Photos. I have a lot of random photos that i never look at and have no idea why i took. Some of them are valuable, like 

from my graduation and my summer trip, but some are random printer codes and such. They are taking up way too much 
space on my phone for things that have no value to me!



before
1,105 photos!

That’s just a meme representing the junk photos I have :)



after
I got rid of about 300 photos and I had so much fun looking back through them! I got to about 4 years ago and it was crazy to 
see the transformation!  Now I have primarily photos with people in them instead of junk photos

Thats an example of a photo I want to keep!



Digital space
1. Email. Yikes. I have probably 2000 emails in my inbox that i need to clear out. I just read them and don’t delete them or 

put them into folders. It has gotten so bad that I don’t even check my email any more because I get overwhelmed with 
how many emails I have!



before
1,336 primary emails!!!

2,590 promotional emails!!!



after
Empty. Ahhhhh.



Physical space
1. Beauty products. While i do not generally wear makeup or lots of beauty products, they do tend to pile up. This is mainly 

because i never get to the end of them before i stop using them, and they just sit in my drawer, forgotten and alone. 
Today is the day I will get rid of the ones I don’t use anymore!



before
Honestly, i probably only use ⅔ of this stuff- and i use the makeup maybe once a month



after
Ahhh. so much more organized. No more rusty bobby pins(yes, i had several)!



Physical Space
1. My backpack. I cannot tell you how many things i have absently shoved into my backpack and subsequently forgotten 

about! So many papers and pens have been lost in those cavernous excesses. Yesterday I pulled out a fork that I thought I 
had lost a month ago, along with a moldy orange. Yuck. Time to clear it out!



before
Thats a lot of random stuff i didn’t know was in there!



after
Look at the trash I had in my backpack!                                       I had been wondering where all my utensils went!



after
Oh yeah, thats where that is                                                     Now I just have the essentials!



reflection
It feels so nice to declutter! I have a bad habit of procrastinating and not doing the unpleasant tasks that i really should 
do(I’m looking at you, dirty dishes. And laundry. And trash.) After decluttering, I feel much calmer and more in control of 
my life. I actually know what I have and am not distracted with a bunch of random crap(ie. Countless emails from clothing 
stores and ads, random papers, etc.). Specifically related to the beauty products, it made me realize that I didn’t actually need 
most of that stuff. I sort of just bought things because I liked them at the time, but I didn’t really think about their long 
term value to me. Even though I didn’t go through my clothes because I did that just a little while ago, I think the same 
concept applies. Instead of buying a lot of poor quality things I don’t need, i should be buying a small amount of high quality 
clothing that will last me a long while and I can wear over and over again(update: I have basically achieved this, because I wear 
the same three life is good shirts and my teeki leggings every single day. What can I say, I try to dress like I could go hiking at 
any moment:) ) After today, I will try and keep my clutter down and my purchases minimal and quality. 


